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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

An automatic border panel measuring and cutting machine 
wherein motorized pinch rollers feed a measured length of a 
mattress border panel and then stop while a pivotally mounted 
knife swings from a ready position through a cutting zone, in 
which it cuts off that measured length, and then returns to its 
ready position to start the next feed and cut cycle. The knife, 
which is pivotally mounted at one end, has its opposite or free 
end not only connected to an air cylinder piston, which moves 
the knife back and forth for cutting and return purposes, but 
also engaged, during the cutting movement, by a yieldable 
guide means which directs the cutting edge of the knife into 
progressively tighter yieldable cutting (and knife-sharpening) 
engagement with a ?xed cooperative cutting edge on the 
machine. The air cylinder is mounted for right and left and for 
front and rear pivotal movements to accommodate the cor 
responding movements of the blade. 

2 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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AUTOMATIC BORDER PANEL MEASURING AND 
CUTTING MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

' l . Field of Thelnvention 

In manufacturing mattresses, it is customary to enclose the 
mattress within an outer cover composed of bottom and top 
face panels sewn to the bottom and top edges of a border 
panel encircling the periphery of the mattress. It is also custo 
mary to manufacture an elongate supply strip of border panel 
material and then cut it into border panels of a length required 
by the periphery of a given size mattress. The present inven 
tion relates to the art of measuring and cutting the supply 
material into border panels of a desired length. 

2. Description Of The Prior Art 
The US. Pat. No. 2,527,739 to Kanabusch et al., No. 

2,546,831 to Newell, No. 2,581,937 to Secrest, No. 2,738,007 
to Power et al., No. 2,738,746 to MacIsaac, Jr. et al. and No. 
2,940,404 to Damon all disclose machines for measuring and 
cutting cloth and other fabrics into desired lengths. Thus, 
Kanabusch cuts chair upholstering cloth into measured 
lengths, Newell cuts woven fabric in rectangular bedsheets, 
Secrest cuts measured lengths of tire cord fabric on a bias, 
Power et al. bias cuts rubberized tire fabric into desired 
lengths, Maclsaac cuts web blanks into bedsheets, and Damon 
cuts tubular fabric into pillowcases. So far as I am aware, no 
one has heretofore provided an automatic machine for rapidly 
cutting border panel material into accurately measured 
lengths. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Objects Of The Invention 

The principal object of the present invention is to provide a 
simple, compact automatic machine for rapidly measuring and 
cutting supply material into border panels of accurate lengths. 
Another important object is to provide a rugged border 

panel measuring and cutting machine which is simply 
designed, which is easy to manufacture, install and operate 
and which is reliable in operation. ' 

A further object is to provide, in such a machine, a unique 
simply designed cutting assembly which is capable of produc 

. ing a fast and clean cut over along operating period. ' 

Statement Of The Invention 

The more important objects of my invention are broadly 
achieved in the preferred embodiment of my automatic 
border panel measuring and cutting machine which com 
prises: A. a motorized panel-feed means operative, when actu 
ated, to feed the border panel material forwardly over a ?xed 
cutting edge of the machine; B. a knife blade pivotally 
mounted to swing back and forth across said cutting edge 
between ready and spent positions; C. power means operative, 
when actuated one way and the other, to swing said knife from 
its ready position to its spent position and vice versa; D. con 
trol means for instituting and controlling the operations of the 
machine including 1. a measuring meter settable to measure a 
selected length of border panel material and operative, upon 
measuring that length, to stop the motorized feed means and 
contemporaneously actuate the power means one way and 
thereby swing the knife blade to cut the measured material, 2. 
blade actuated switch means operative, at the end of the 
cutting operation, to actuate the power means in the opposite 
way and thereby return the knife blade to its ready position 
and contemporaneously reset said measuring . meter and 
thereby condition it for the next cutting operation, and 3,. 
blade actuated switch means operative, in response to the 
return of the blade, to actuate the motorized feed means; and 
E. yieldable guide means engaging the knife during its cutting 
movement and, through such engagement, directing the 
cutting edge of the knife into progressively tighter yieldable 
cutting engagement with a panel on said ?xed cutting edge. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The preferred embodiment of my invention is illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing a border panel manufac 
turing apparatus feeding an elongate supply of border panel 
material into a border panel measuring and cutting machine, 
which is constructed in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view looking at the rear and “left" 
side face of my measuring and cutting machine; 

FIG. 3 is an elevational view of the upper half of the rear 
face of the machine shown in FIG. 2, this view omitting part of 
the mechanism for raising the upper feed roll; 

FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of the upper part of the 
mechanism for raising the upper feed roll; 

FIG. 5 is a side elevational view of the “left" side of my 
machine; 

FIG. 6 is an elevational view of the front face of my machine 
with the, knife in its uppermost position; 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along line 7-7 
of FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is an elevational view of the upper half of the “right" 
side of the machine; 

FIG. 9 is a somewhat schematic view showing the electrical 
circuit system for and associated portions of the machine; and 

FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating a portion of FIG. 9 
during the cutting operation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIG. 1 APPARATUS 

FIG. 1 shows a table 1 supporting a roll of wadding 2 and a 
roll of decorative mattress ticking material 3. These materials 
are fed forwardly through a border panel manufacturing 
machine 4 and sewn together by its sewing machine 5 to form 
a product panel 6, which passes downwardly around the heavy 
end of a sensor 7 and upwardly into a border panel measuring 
and cutting machine 8. The latter, which is constructed in ac 
cordance with the present invention, is hereinafter called the 
cutting machine. ' 

The heavy end of the sensor 7 rides on that portion of the 
panel 6, which extends between the manufacturing machine 4 
and the cutting machine 8. The sensor 7 thus rises and falls as 
the length of the panel 6 between those machines decreases 
and increases. When the sensor 7 rises to a predetermined 
elevation, it will operate a “de?cient supply" switch 9 to shut 
down the cutting machine. The manufacturing machine 4, 
however, will continue to operate; hence, the length of the 
panel 6 between the two machines will increase and thereby 
lower the sensor 7. When the sensorreaches its lowermost 
position, it will close a “slack" switch 10, which enables the 
cutting machine 8 to start operating again in its normal 
fashion. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The cutting machine 8 illustrated basically includes ?ve ele 
ments comprising: A. motorized panel-feed means; B. a knife 
blade; C.' power means for operating the knife; D. control 
means; and E. yieldable guide means. These elements are 
mounted on an upright channel-shaped casing 12 which opens 
rearwardly so that the wide bight or web of the “channel" con 
stitutes the front wall 13 of the casing while the rearwardly ex 
tending legs of the channel, as seen from the front of the 
machine, constitute the casing’s right and left side walls 14 
and 15, respectively. The upper end of the channel is open. 
The upper end portion of the casing‘s right side wall 14 carries 
a rigidly-mounted, rearwardly extending extension plate 16. 

MOTORIZED PANEL~FEED MEANS, 

The panel-feed means comprises an electric drive motor 18 
located within the central portion of the casing 12 and 
mounted on the back face of its front wall 13. The drive motor 
18 is connected by chain 19 to the lower roll 20 of a pair of 
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pinch rollers 20, 21, the upper roll 21 of which is driven by the 
lower roll through identical lower and upper trains of ele 
ments. 

The lower train of elements comprises: one gear on the shaft 
of the lower pinch roll 20; another gear 22 spaced rearwardly 
therefrom and located adjacent the right side wall extension 
plate 16 on which it is rotationally mounted; and a chain 23 in 
terconnecting said one gear on the lower pinch roll 20 with the 
shaft of said other gear 22. The upper train comprises: a ?oat 
ing gear 24 resting on and meshing with gear 22 of the lower 
train; and a chain 25 connecting the shaft of ?oating gear 24 
with a corresponding gear on the shaft of the upper pinch roll 
21. 
The lower and upper trains of elements 22-25 are used to 

facilitate the use of foot-operated means for raising and lower 
ing the upper roll 21 pivotally about the axis of the ?oating 
gear 24 for panel threading purposes. The foot-operated 
means for raising and lowering the upper pinch roll 21 com 
prise: a horizontal rearwardly open U-shaped frame 26 having 
a bight closely overlying the upper roll 21 and a pair of 
horizontal rearwardly extending legs, each leg having a front 
lug (which depends downwardly to carry the corresponding 
end of the upper pinch roll 21), a rear lug 27 (which depends 
downwardly to the shaft of the ?oating gear 24 and is con 
nected thereto to pivot about the axis thereof) and an up 
turned rear end; a vertical upwardly open U-shaped frame 28 
having the upper ends of its legs pivotally connected to the 
rear upturned ends of the horizontal U-shaped frame 26 and 
its bight connected, through vertical link 29, to the mid-por 
tion of a horizontal lever 30, one end of which is pivotally 
mounted near the bottom of an intumed marginal ?ange on 
the left side wall 15 of the casing and the other end of which 
terminates in a foot pedal by which horizontal lever 30 may be 
swung downwardly; and a pair of biasing springs 31 urging the 
upper U-shaped frame 26 pivotally about the axis of ?oating 
gear 24 in a direction such as to press the upper pinch roll 21 
downwardly against the lower pinch roll 20 and to move the 
foot pedal lever 30 into its uppermost position. Obviously, 
when the foot pedal lever 30 is pushed downwardly, the up— 
wardly open frame 28 will move downwardly and pivot the 
rearwardly open frame 26 in a direction such that it carries the 
upper pinch roll 21 accurately upward about the axis of the 
?oating gear 24. 

PIVOTALLY MOUNTED KNIFE BLADE 

The knife 33 is pivotally mounted on the casing for move 
ment from an upwardly inclined “ready" position downwardly 
to a horizontally extending “spent" position. In the latter 
stages of this movement, the knife passes downwardly not only 
across a panel outlet slot 34 in the front wall of the casing, but 
also across a horizontally extending knife edge 35 ?xedly 
mounted on the front face of the front wall 13 of the casing 
immediately adjacent the lower edge of the slot 34. More par 
ticularly, the knife 33 is pivotally mounted on a thick bar 36 
which is ?xedly secured to the casing to extend laterally out 
ward from its left side wall 15 at a level slightly below the level 
of the ?xed knife edge 35 on the casing. In this way, the knife 
reaches its “spent” position immediately after completing its 
movement through the cutting zone. 

KNIFE SWINGING POWER MEANS 

The knife swinging power means, which is operative when 
actuated one way and the other to swing the knife from its 
upper “ready” position to its lower “spent“ position and vice 
versa, comprises: a power actuated ?uid cylinder 38, 
preferably an air cylinder, having a piston rod 39 which pro 
jects from one end of the cylinder 38 and which has its outer 
projecting end pivotally connected at 40 to the free end por 
tion of the knife 33; means mounting the cylinder on the front 
wall of the casing in a more or less upright position such that 
its piston rod 39 moves the knife up and down between its 
ready and spent positions; and double acting (solenoid and 
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4 
spring) air valve unit 41 mounted on the front wall of the cas 
ing, and arranged to be actuated in one direction by a solenoid 
42 and in the opposite direction by a spring 43. The solenoid 
and spring 42, 43 are shown only in FIG. 9. 
When spring actuated one way, the air valve of unit 41 is 

returned to one extreme position, which corresponds to the 
ready position of the knife. When solenoid actuated the op 
posite way, the air valve of unit 41 is moved to its other ex 
treme position, which corresponds to the lower spent position 
of the knife. In its spent position, the air valve unit 41 connects 
an air pressure source 44 (shown only in FIG. 9) to the upper 
chamber of the air cylinder 38, and contemporaneously con 
nects the lower chamber thereof to exhaust. In its ready or 
return position, the air valve unit 41 connects the air pressure 
source 44 to the lower chamber of the air cylinder 38 and con 
temporaneously connects the upper chamber thereof to ex 
haust. 

CONTROL MEANS 

The control means (for instituting and controlling the 
operations of the measuring and cutting machine) operates 
through a circuit system comprising: a measuring meter relay 
circuit A; a motor relay circuit B; a motor circuit C; and a 
knife solenoid circuit D. Such control means include: a mea 
suring meter, having a master relay in circuit A; and a pair of 
blade actuated switch means, one operative in response to the 
movement of the blade into its spent position and the other 
operative in response to the return of the blade to its ready 
position. 
Measuring Meter 
The measuring meter is settable to measure a selected 

length of border panel material and operative, when ener 
gized, to start the motor 18, measure the selected length and 
then not only stop the motor 18 of the motorized feed means 
but also contemporaneously actuate the solenoid 42 of the 
knife swinging power means in the panel cutting direction. 
While various measuring means may be employed, I prefer the 
use of a well-known fonn of measuring meter 46, which is 
presently being manufactured by the Eagle Signal Division of 
the E. W. Bliss Company at Davenport, Iowa and designated 
by it as its “Micro?ex" revolution counter, Type HZ 64A6, 
50/60 cycle, 120 V. 

It should suffice, therefore, to say that the meter 46 is 
located within the casing over an access opening in its right 
side wall 14, and to describe the meter as comprising: A. a 
suitable measuring mechanism, not shown, for measuring the 
cloth fed by the pinch rolls 20 and 21; B. a dial 47 for setting 
that measuring mechanism to measure a given length of panel; 
C. a suitable normally open drive clutch (not shown) for con 
necting that measuring mechanism through gear 48 and chain 
49 to the lower pinch roll 20 of the panel feed means for panel 
measuring purposes; D. a solenoid relay coil 50, in the meter 
relay circuit A, for controlling a N/O (normally open) relay 
shunt switch 51 in circuit A, a N/O relay line switch 52 in 
motor relay circuit B and a NIC relay line switch 53 in knife 
solenoid circuit D, said meter relay coil 50 being energized 
when the (measuring meter) circuit A is energized and opera 
tive, when energized, to institute the feeding and measuring 
operations [by closing the meter's drive clutch, and by con 
temporaneously closing the meter’s relay switches 51 and 52 
so as to hold the A circuit energized through relay shunt 
switch 51 and energize the (motor relay) B circuit through 
relay line switch 52, which closes the C (motor) circuit and 
thereby energizes the panel feed motor 18]; and E. a suitable 
bar 54 (seen only in FIGS. 940), which is connected to be 
mechanically tripped and moved (at the end of the measuring 
operation) and which is operative, when moved, to stop the 
feeding and measuring operations and start the cutting opera 
tion. More speci?cally, the bar, when moved, opens the motor 
relay circuit B through relay line switch 52 and closes the 
knife solenoid circuit D through relay line switch 53. 
Blade Actuated Switch Means 
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The blade actuated switch means includes one switch 56 
operative, in response to the entry of the blade into its lower 
spent position [at the end of the cutting operation], to de 
energize the A circuit and thereby de-activate the measuring 
meter 46 and reset its measuring mechanism so as to condition 
the meter for the next cutting operation. This de~activation 
contemporaneously de-energizes the D circuit’s solenoid 42 of 
the power means, permitting the return spring 43 to return the 
air valve unit 41 to its return position wherein the cylinder 38 
is air actuated to return the knife blade to its ready position. 
The blade actuated switch means also includes a switch 57 

operative, in response to the return of the blade to its upper 
ready position, to re-energize the A circuit of the measuring 
meter and thereby institute the next cycle of operation. 

YIELDABLE GUIDE MEANS 

_ A particular feature of my invention resides in the provision 
of yieldable guide means for engaging the knife 33 during its 
cutting movement and, through such engagement, directing 
the cutting edge of the knife into progressively tighter yielda 
ble cutting engagement with the ?xed knife edge 35 and 
thereby insure the performance of a clean panel cutting (or 
shearing) operation. This mechanism comprises: an upright 
arm 58 positioned to have sliding engagement with the 
downwardly moving knife 33 and pivoted at its lower end to a 
bar 59, which is ?xedly mounted on the front wall 13 of the 
casing; and a spring 60 yieldable urging the upper end of arm 
58 rearwardly toward the casing. 
With the knife in its ready position, the upright arm 58 

slants rearwardly downward toward the casing at a slight an— 
gle. Consequently, as the knife moves downwardly, it tends to 
swing the upper end of arm 58 forwardly and thereby com 
press the spring 60. The spring 60 yieldably resists this ten 
dency; hence, the spring 60 progressively urges the arm 58 
rearwardly against the knife 35 with a correspondingly yielda 
ble force. As a result, the cutting edge of the knife 33 is forced 
into progressively tighter yieldable cutting engagement with 
the ?xed knife edge 35 on the down swing of the knife 33 and 
this action serves not only to insure a clean cut shearing ac 
tion, but also to sharpen both shearing or cutting edges of the 
knife 33 and the ?xed knife edge 35. 

In connection with the foregoing feature of my invention, it 
will be appreciated that the pivotal connection 40 between the 
knife 33 and the air cylinder 38 undergoes not only right and 
left movement as the knife swings downwardly and upwardly 
but‘ also forward and rearward movement due to the yieldable 
pressure exerted against the outermost end portion of the 
knife. To accommodate these movements, the air cylinder 38 
is ?xedly mounted on a ?at bar 62 which, hinged at its lower 
end to a member 63 for pivotal forward-rearward movement 
relative to the casing while the member 63 is pivotally 
mounted on the front wall of the casing for angular rightward 
leftward movement relative to the casing. 

OPERATION 

The machine is readied for operation by directing the lead 
ing end of an elongated strip of border panel 6 from the sensor 
7 through the bite of the pinch rolls 20, 21 thence through the 
slot 34 in the front wall 14 of the casing, and ?nally over the 
?xed knife edge 35 adjacent slot 34. The width of the slot 34 
should be adjusted, if necessary. This is done by suitably 
manipulating the adjacent adjusting screw 66 to raise or lower 
the member 67 forming the top side of the slot. 
The operation of my measuring and cutting machine may be 

best explained in connection with a further explanation of the 
electrical circuits A, B, C, and D of the circuit system illus 
trated in FIGS. 9 and 10. 
The A circuit, which controls the measuring meter 46, ex 

tends from one power line L-l to the other power line L-2 
and includes: a main power switch 70, which is open when the 
machine is shut down; the lower knife-operated switch 56 
which is normally closed and which is open only when the 
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6 
knife is down in its spent position; the upper knife-operated 
switch 57, which is normally open and which is closed only 
when the knife is in its “ready" position; and the measuring 
meter’s solenoid coil 50 which, when energized by the closure 
of measuring meter circuit A, not only closes the A circuit 
relay shunt switch 51, but also closes the motor relay B circuit 
line switch 52. The shunt switch 51 bypasses the upper knife 
actuated switch 57 so as to maintain the A circuit closed when 
switch 57 opens as the knife leaves its ready position. 
The B circuit, which connects into the A circuit between the 

main switch 70 and the lower knife switch 56 and which ex 
tends from that connection to the other line L-2, includes: 
said normally open measuring meter relay line switch 52, 
which is closed (by the energization of the measuring meter’s 
relay coil 50) at the beginning of the measurement and 
opened when the measuring meter reaches the end of the mea 
surement for which it is set or, in other words, closed at the 
beginning and opened at the end of ‘the “count;" a pair of 
border-panel switches comprising a normally closed de?cient 
supply switch 9, which opens when the supply of material to 
the measuring and cutting machine becomes de?cient and a 
slack switch 10, which is normally open but which closes when 
the sensor 7 reaches its lowermost-position; and a motor relay 
coil 71 directly controlling the motor 18. Since the slack 
switch 10 closes only when the sensor 7 reaches and remains 
in its lowermost position, the motor relay circuit includes a 
normally open shunt switch 72 which will shunt out slack 
switch 10 when motor relay coil 71 is energized. 
The C circuit simply shunts the motor 18 across that part of 

the B circuit which includes de?cient supply switch 9, slack 
switch 10 (or its shunt switch 72) and relay coil 71. The C cir 
cuit connects into the B circuit between switches 52 and 9 and 
extends from that connection serially through normally open 
motor relay switches 73 and 74, which are closed when B cir 
cuit relay coil 71 is energized. 
The D circuit starts from the same connection as the B cir 

cuit, extends from that point to line L-2 and includes a nor 
mally open measuring meter relay switch 53 and the air valve 
operating solenoid coil 42 of air valve unit 41. 
Assuming that the main power switch 70 is open and that 

the measuring and cutting machine is ready for operation with 
its knife 33 up in its ready position, the operation of the 
machine can be instituted by closing main switch 70. This 
energizes the A circuit and its measuring meter relay coil 50, 
which in turn closes bypass or shunt switch 51 of the A circuit 
and relay line switch 52 of the B circuit but, due to bar 54 and 
spring 55, does not close relay line switch 53 of the D circuit. 
The shunt switch 51 will hold the A circuit closed and thus 
hold the measuring meter coil 50 energized after the knife 33 
leaves its ready position permitting the upper knife operated 
switch 57 to open. 
The closure of the measuring meter relay line switch 52 in 

the B circuit closes the B circuit and energizes its relay coil 71 
which operates to close the shunt switch 72 (bypassing slack 
switch 10) and the motor relay switches 73 and 74 of the C 
circuit. 
The closure of the C circuit‘s motor relay switches 73 and 

74 closes the C circuit and energizes the drive motor 18 to in 
stitute the panel feeding and panel measuring operations. The 
circuit system now remains in the status quo until the measur 
ing meter completes its measuring operation. 
When the measuring mechanism of the measuring meter 

reaches the end of the measuring operation, the measuring 
meter’s bar 54 is moved in a manner such as to open the B and 
C circuits and close the D circuit. The bar 54 opens the B and 
C circuits by opening the relay line switch 52 in the B circuit 
and it closes the D circuit by permitting spring 55 to close the 
normally open relay line switch 53 in the D circuit. This clo_ 
sure energizes solenoid coil 42, which moves the valve unit 41 
to connect air pressure from source 44 to the upper end of air 
cylinder 38 forcing piston 39 to pull the knife 33 downwardly 
and thus cut the panel. 
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When the knife reaches its lowermost or spent position, it 
opens the A circuit‘s lower knife switch 56 to de-energize the 
A circuit‘s measuring meter coil 50, whereupon the measuring 
meter resets itself, and, in doing so, opens the A circuit shunt 
switch 51 and the D circuit line switch 53 while maintaining 
the B circuit switch 52 open and restoring bar 54 to its original 
position. The opening of line switch 53 in the D circuit deener 
gizes the solenoid coil 42 thereby permitting spring 43 to 
return the valve unit 41 to its ready position wherein it actu 
ates the air cylinder 38 to return knife 33 upwardly to its ready 
position in which it closes upper knife switch 57 to institute 
the next cycle of operation. 

I claim: 
1. A border panel measuring and cutting machine, compris 

mg: 
A. means providing a ?xed cutting edge; _ 
B. motorized panel-feed means operative, when actuated, to 
feed a border panel forwardly over said cutting edge; 

C. a knife blade pivotally mounted at one end for movement 
back and forth across said cutting edge between ready 
and spent positions; 

D. power means operative, when actuated one way and the 
other, to move said knife from its ready position to its 
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spent position to cut said panel and vice versa to return 
said knife to its ready position; 

E. control means for automatically actuating said power 
means; and 

F. yieldable means engaging the knife during its panel 
cutting movement and, through such engagement, 
pressing the cutting edge of the knife yieldably into 
cutting engagement with a panel on said ?xed cutting 
edge, 
1. said yieldable means includes a bar pivotally mounted 

at one end and yieldably urged at its opposite end into 
engagement with the knife. 

2. The machine of claim 1 wherein: 
A. said pivotally mounted knife moves in one vertical plane 
between an upper ready and a lower spent position; 

B. said yieldable means tends to ?ex the knife in a direction 
at right angles to the cutting movement of the knife; and 

C. said power means is mounted on the machine for pivotal 
movement corresponding to and accommodating said 
pivotal movement of the knife and for pivotal movement 
at right angles thereto. 
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